Because of the angular smearing of the calorimeter jet relative to the generator jet, is calculated with respect to different axes.
To avoid the impact of jet angular resolution one can use 2nd central moments of η and φ Instead of 2nd moments:
And the trace of η−φ correlation matrix: Jet transverse structure for all jets (black lines) depends on η while it does not depend on η for gluon and quark jets. This is due to different quark/gluon jets fraction in the rapidity regions 
Sources of detector related bias:
• the strong magnetic field of the CMS solenoid To avoid the magnetic field bias and bias due to calorimeter energy reconstruction we analyze the charged component shape of jets δR 2 tr -jet transverse structure calculated from tracks (reconstructed in CMS tracker) δR 2 ch -jet transverse structure calculated from charged particles (generated by MC generator)
We restrict our study to |η| < 1, where the fake rate of the reconstructed tracks will be less than 2% p T > 1 GeV, where the track reconstruction efficiency does not depend on track momentum
Jet axis tracks
The comparison of generator level and reco objects for HERWIG++ and PYTHIA: <δR 2 c > tr (P T corr ) and <δR 2 c > ch (P T gen )
The average value of the biases was calculated and applied like correction to "data" points Half of the difference was incorporated in the systematics Stat.errors: corresponds to 10 pb -1 (but data points were produced using samples with more statistics) The data sample for 10 pb -1 will allow to distinguish between predictions of different MC generators
Systematics:
JES: 4-6% for p T >75 GeV, varying jet p T (CMS PAS JME-09-004 (2009) Jet transverse structure is sensitive to the event generator and can also be used as a quantitative analysis of the fraction of quark and gluon jets Using transverse structure measurements based on the tracker instead of the calorimeter reduces measurement bias 10 pb -1 of data collected with the CMS experiment is sufficient to distinguish between different Monte Carlo generators Pythia and Herwig++ predict no dependence of δR 2 on η for both gluon and quark jets. The η dependence of δR 2 for all jets is due to the difference in the quark and gluon fraction as a function of η After tuning the Monte Carlo to data, the quark jet fraction can be extracted
